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IF YOU ARE A NOVICE and have just begun to take your first in-
secure steps into the wonderful world of champagne it is easy to 
feel intimidated among the bubbly connoisseurs. But never fear, 
champagne is fun and is all about indulging in an infinite world of 
delights, not about competition and snobbism. 
 As a beginner you will surely ask yourself why it is that cham-
pagne is so much more expensive than almost all other wines. It is 
mainly due to the rigorous quality stipulations and the expensive 
champagne methods. The cost of bottles, corks, the grapes, pro-
duction and storage make it impossible to sell champagne for less 
than €15. Most important is of course, the question of preference 
and taste, but considering what certain wines from Bourgogne and 
Bordeaux cost champagne is not particularly expensive. 
 The best buy from most of the champagne houses is vintage 
champagne. Spend a little more and you will have a much better 
than standard champagne. Prestige champagne is more likely to be 
one step better – more refined and concentrated but the price 
seldom motivates the difference in quality. 
 I believe you should avoid the cheaper champagnes as their aroma 
is not as clear cut and the taste is quite ordinary having been made 
from the lesser quality grapes and been treated without respect 
during production. 
 Should one drink or save champagne? Very few types of cham-
pagne are at their best when you buy them. My favourite cham-
pagne is from 1928, which says a lot about the longevity of these 
beauties. The storage conditions in the cold, dark and damp cellars 
of the champagne producers are difficult for a private wine col-
lector to achieve. But here in Scandinavia it is unusually easy thanks 
to our cool climate. There are many who probably already have 

access to an ordinary food cellar. Even if the temperature varies quite a lot 
from summer to winter, the cellar usually remains at an even temperature. 
An ordinary fridge also provides suitable storage. The only problem is that 
there is most likely not enough space for a lot of bottles in the fridge...
 Occasions when that special bottle is to be opened should be chosen 
with consideration. It is more important to me that I like the people with 
whom I am to share the bottle than that they are knowledgeable about 
champagne. Don’t plan, have a bottle at hand and when the mood calls and 
“joie-de-vivre” abounds treat yourself and friends and uncork the bottle. 
 When it is finally the right time to open a vintage bottle make sure it 
is at the right temperature (7-9°C), a colder champagne is almost tasteless 
and a warmer one loses it freshness and mousse faster, even if the aroma is 
greater and richer. 
 I personally believe champagne tastes best at 10-11°C but one should 
be aware that it warms up quickly at room temperature. It is therefore 
much better to serve the wine too cold rather than too warm so that 
the guests themselves judge the optimal moment to carefully acquaint 
themselves with the initial and somewhat bound wine. Unless one drinks 
at rocket speed, one should continually refill a few drops of well-chilled 
champagne. To refresh an already poured, gentle aromatic champagne with 
a little lively and bubbly mousse gives the best taste for the palate. When 
opening a bottle it is crucial that it is done as carefully as possible to ensure 
that bubbles and wine are not released unnecessarily.
 One of the best things about choosing champagne, as a hobby is that one 
does not need a lot of expensive equipment. A perfect champagne glass is 
really all one needs. The choice of glass is all-important. Spending extra on 
one of the finer champagnes is wasted if one does not have the correct 
glass. In Champagne, they have the tradition of using the champagne flute 
and the awful champagne-coupe. The most important principle for all good 
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wine glasses is that the wine’s surface is greater than the rim 
of the glass so that it helps entrap the hundreds of fascinating 
aromas that the wine emits.  But there is also a mountain of 
detail which separates the best glass from the good and or-
dinary. Ten to fifteen years ago there were very few good 
glasses on the market, but today there are masses of smart 
and stylish wine glasses suited to the task of accentuating the 
wine’s aroma. 
 If you want to learn more about champagne and are quickly 
get a grasp of what this wine has to offer, a serious wine-tasting 
with all the necessary accoutrements is the only way. To start 
with, you yourself must be in good health. A cold can put a stop 
to a tasting. The palate and tongue should be free from smoke; 
spicy food, toothpaste, anything sweet, alcohol or whatever 
else could affect the taste. There should be no disturbing smells 
nearby. Perfume, the smell of food and smoke are the most 
usual distractions.
 As all serious judgement of  wines demands intensive 
concentration, at least the first stage of a tasting should be 
undertaken in silence. Even accomplished tasters are easily 
affected by other taster’s spontaneous comments about the 
wine. It is quite acceptable to pick up on another taster’s 
judgement about a wine but not before you have come to 
your own conclusion. 
 One should realise that it takes a long time before one be-
comes a good taster. There are no shortcuts to achieving the 
difficult art of tasting. Good preparation, the ability to con-
centrate, a well developed sense of smell, a good memory, 
a polished grasp of verbal communication, a good imagination 
and a burning enthusiasm are required of a good wine taster. 
 But despite the fact that I go on about that tasting increases 
knowledge and in the long run also pleasure, I know of nothing 
better than the combination of being outdoors with a light 
champagne buzz. Many is the time I have sat with my girlfriend 
or best friend in a beautiful place with glasses and one or two 
bottles of chilled champagne in an ice bucket. I have travelled 
the world accompanied by bubbly which I have enjoyed in the 
most amazing places. Believe me, there is nothing better! 
 If you don’t have the opportunity to go outside one should 
concentrate on making a perfect evening at home with food 
and champagne. 
 Everyone knows that champagne is the perfect aperitif, 
but few know that it is champagne that is the best wine to 
combine with the food that is created in the world’s leading 
restaurants. No other wine can so perfectly complement and 
accentuate the subtle nuances of the multifaceted dishes 
made from homegrown delicacies. Of course champagne is 

the perfect aperitif but combined with the right dish one can take 
the experience even further due to its appetite-tantalizing acidity and 
fast working revitalizing effect. It simply requires the perfect balance 
between food and beverage. 
 The basic rule is that the heavier and spicier the dish the heavier and 
more full-bodied the wine should be and vice-versa. Balance can be 
achieved if the wine adds something that the food lacks, or by choosing 
a wine with similar aromas to those already present in the dish. 
 Personally I am very careful that my food has none too many of 
the basic flavours that would otherwise numb my taste buds. I always 
start with the wine and choose a mild dish as an accompaniment. The 
most critical ingredients to be avoided are all sweet things, vinegar, raw 
onions and strong hot spices. 
 One can of course combine champagne with relatively simple and 
inexpensive dishes, but I believe that one can treat oneself to some-
thing a little more special on the occasions when one opens a bottle of 
champagne. Oyster or lobster and champagne are classics, as is Russian or 
Iranian caviar. Mushrooms, fowl and almost all vegetables suit very well 
to a little heavier champagne. 
 As champagne has proved itself to be the world´s most suitable 
mealtime drink there are endless varieties of champagne and food 
combinations. I often work together with some of the most famous 
chefs and know that heaven can be achieved when everything 
comes together. °

Richard´s latest book, ‘A scent of Champagne – 8,000 tried and graded champagnes’.
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